TYPE SS SQUARE SHAFT ANCHORS
AND TYPE RR ROUND ROD ANCHORS
Application/Installation

TYPE SS 5 ANCHORS

TYPE RR ANCHORS

ANCHOR
APPLICATIONS

For transmission guy loads, 31⁄2, 5, 7
and 10 foot extensions are used.

For distribution and transmission
guy loads. 31⁄2, 5, 7 and 10 foot extensions are used.

INSTALL IN THESE
CLASS SOILS

Classes 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 (200-750
inch-pounds with soil test probe)

Classes 5, 6 and 7 (100-400 inchpounds with soil test probe)

INSTALLING
EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED

Power digger and wrench assembly

Power digger and wrench assembly

LIMITATIONS
ON USE

Not normally recommended for
depths beyond 100 feet. Do not
exceed maximum torque rating of
anchor.

Not recommended for use beyond
35 feet. Maximum installation torque
is 2300 foot-pounds.
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HOW TO USE TYPE SS AND RR ANCHORS
INSTALLATION GUIDE

Once all safety concerns have been addressed, attach
the Kelly bar adapter and installing tool assembly to the
Kelly bar on the installing truck.

Align the extension with the section in the ground and
bolt them together. (Make certain that the bolt and nut
are securely tightened.)

Insert the upper end of the anchors’ lead section into
the installing tool. Position the anchor at the desired
guy location and at a near vertical position; screw the
first helix into the ground.

Continue to drive the anchor and add extensions until
the desired torque is reached and maintained for a
minimum of three feet or three times the diameter of
the largest helix.

When the first helix is buried, begin to make the angular
adjustment for the desired guying angle.
Remember, final angular adjustments should be made
before the second helix penetrates the ground.
When the installing tool becomes 12”-18” from the
ground, disconnect it from the A minimal installation
depth of three times the diameter of the largest helix
(below the freeze/thaw line) is required. This depth
should equal or exceed five times the diameter of the
largest helix from the top surface of the soil vertically.
If this cannot be achieved (while still maintaining an
adequate safety margin below the anchor’s minimum
ultimate torsional strength, the anchor should be
removed and replaced with an anchor having smaller
or fewer helices. The replacement anchor should be
installed at least 5 feet from the first installation site.
Although SS anchors can be installed over 100 feet
deep, one should always consider the economics of
using a shallower anchor with more or larger helices or
extensions with helices.
If the desired protrusion from the ground cannot be
achieved without exceeding the rated torque, the last
extension may be replaced with a shorter extension by
excavation along the rod to the coupling bolt, but never
by unscrewing the anchor.
When the anchor reaches the desired setting the guy
adapter is attached using the same attachment method
as the extensions. The guy wire should not be attached
to the guy adapter pulling eye. section in the ground
and reconnect it to the next extension.

For product inquiries, please contact your local sales
representative or customer service representative.
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